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the sdk is created for c++ and visual basic programmers and includes the source code as well
as several sample programs (including test scripts and examples). the uart driver is also part of
the sdk and can be used for creating custom protocol software.download the sdk and use the

included samples to test the device. you can also run the code directly from this file, as long as
you are using the pc/sc specification. the acr122u has the following features:

ccid/pcsc/pcsc2.0/rsa signature certified software development kit full vliw 32-bit arm cortex-
m5 microcontroller (idtronics me5) microusb jack for external devices or power supply fully

configurable digital inputs and outputs five pwm outputs hci (host controller interface)
implementing the usb 1.1 and usb 2.0 protocol standards smartcard-13 (ccid) authentication

full dual protocol (ccid/pcsc) support bi-directional data transfers 8/16/32/64 bit data transfers
secure storage of secrets smart card reader and writer can be programmed with pc and mac

compatible arduino ide. usbnfc library support fully compatible with the arduino ide the acr122u
features a powerful new digital processing core called idtronics me5 chip. this powerful
microcontroller offers a full vliw 32 bit processor. since it is based on the arm processor

architecture it is capable of real-time multitasking and has very low power consumption. the
idtronics me5 chip is the first arm processor-based smart card microcontroller with an on-chip
smart card reader. it comes with both pc/sc and ccid (compli) card reader support and is pc/sc

and ccid compliant.
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the ufr2file lite software is a
powerful file manipulation tool.

with this software, it is possible to
open and edit any file of any type.

this tool has the capacity to
process the files in an automated
way. it can read and write files,

manipulate files, create directories
and more. in the case of an

encoded uid, it is necessary to
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decrypt it. for this, you can use the
uhf long range reader / writer sdk
in conjunction with the ufr2file lite
software. this software will assist
you with the necessary steps. this
software is fully compatible with
the genici reader / writer sdk. the

genici reader / writer sdk is a ready-
to-use sdk for the uhf long range
reader / writer. this sdk contains

ready-to-use drivers, which can be
used with your card reader. the

ufr2file software is a great tool for
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importing, exporting and
manipulating files. this software is
designed to be used for all types of
files. it supports the most common

file types, including compressed
files. the software also supports

unicode and utf8 files. all
supported file types can be read

and written by the program. in this
article, we are going to describe

the basic operation of the acr122u
readers, and how to read, write

and use the readers. we will also
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describe how to develop a demo
program that uses the readers. *
functions to read data from the
smart card: access to the smart
card by using the iso 14443-4

standard interface. implementing
the existing acr122u card reader

functions (read, readmultiple,
write, writemultiple, erase,
synchronize, accesscheck).

implementing the new functions
that will be implemented in a

future release (cardtype,
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cardtypeswap, registercommand,
registercommandm, accesstest,..).
implementing the functions that
will be implemented in a future
release of the acr122u reader.

implementing the capabilities that
will be added in the future.
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